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ROE EVENTS ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Wary of the Future, Abortion Rights
Groups Honor Roe Anniversary
Prochoice and reproductive justice groups are
honoring the January 22 anniversary of the decision
in Roe v. Wade with rallies, speakers and a variety of
events throughout the week. Most popular: "Cheers"
events in bars and film screenings, with Obvious
Child and Vessel as the top picks....
Of course, these events are occurring in the shadow of an exceptionally high number of
abortion restrictions passed in 2014, anti-abortion harassment (one Obvious
Child screening in Kansas was cancelled by the theater), the promise of a
Republican-controlled Congress voting on anti-abortion legislation and
conservative state legislatures continuing their assaults.
On "Roe" Day, take a moment to honor and dream, check out our Blog, Up the
Creativity, for a sampling of Roe events 2015.
Read more

______________________________________________

Arts and Culture Matter to Women's Rights and Bodily Autonomy
Books, films, street protests, rallies, videos ... see where the
culture has taken us on Reproductive Rights and Justice in the last
year.
And for a chuckle, watch Stacey Linnartz 's reading at the WBAI Feminist Film Festival
on NEW LAWS WE WANT ... the launch of our new Reproductive Justice Players.
Read more
____________________________________________________________
Do A ReproJustice Tour in Your Community
Our TOOLKIT will help you plan an exciting Reproductive Justice Tour. We've
set out a step-by-step guide ... to help you do something amazing in your
community.
And on our video watch how it can come out in the end! Do it! (We'll help!)
___________________________________________________________

Read more

Keep MOBILIZING!
Take an action today wherever you are! Share a free ACTIVIST
CARD on Reproductive Justice with a colleague. ~Cindy Cooper
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